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Abstract
Every animal has camouflage behavior for self-protection against enemies. Neuro-camouflaging is a common behav-
ior of human brain (HB) for personal protection. Neuro-physics and neuro-chemistry relates to neuro-camouflaging 
and brain engineering of HB. Camouflage physics and camouflage chemistry of HB was assumed and biologically 
explicated under theoretical and practical observations. The wiring structure of HB-neuron-cerebrospinal fluid is 
influenced by cortical excitability versus frightened symptom for having an artificial potency of neuro-camouflaging. 
Hence, neuro-camouflaging response of HB shows a tendency of self-protection behavior, which tends to the action of 
human camouflaging against criminal attacking.
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Abbreviations and glossaries
HB: Human brain
CSF: Cerebrospinal fluid
CT: Computed tomography
HB: Human brain
Cerebrospinal fluid: Existing fluid in tissue surrounds the brain
Cortical: Relates to memory, thinking, problem solving, reasoning and self-protection
Neuro-camouflaging: a neuro-condition of human brain tends to be camouflage in terms of self-protection manner of human being
Amygdala: Neuro response relates to fearing and threatening tend to neuro-camouflaging
Lateral ventricles: Relates to the production of CSF
Dopamine: Relates to neuro-chemistry of brain act as neurotransmitter; release by brain neuron for good feeling
Melatonin: Relates to hormone produce by pineal gland in brain
Serotonin: Relates to hormone and neurotransmitter of brain
Oxytocin: Relates to hormone and neurotransmitter of brain
Endorphin: Relates to hormone and neurotransmitter of brain for sense of well-being
Camouflage physics: Neuro-physics relates to neurotransmitter
Camouflage chemistry: Neuro-chemicals relates to neurotransmitter
Choroid plexus: Network of blood vessel in the ventricles of brain
Spinal cord: Relates to connection with whole body
Cerebral hemisphere: Two major part of brain such as right and left
Arachnoid: Protective membrane that covers the brain and spinal cord; and functioned as CSF metabolism 
Neuron: Nerve cell/unit of brain transmits signal to other nerve cell immediately
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Background
The philosophy of camouflage technique has been applied by many 
animals in nature. The natural color of animals and their surround-
ing backgrounds displays almost matching color for self-protec-
tion against enemies, cited in figure 1. Wild animal species have 
different ways of camouflaging throughout evolution in nature. 
Physiology and behavior of the animal, animals surviving environ-
ment and the possible killers may influence the categories of cam-
ouflage technique for self-protection. The most common instance 
of camouflage is chameleon. There is also furry animals and birds 
may lose their feathers and hair completely. These animals replace 
their feathers and hairs for surviving of new season. ‘Hedgehog’ 
shows camouflage against green leafy background, color matched 
with feathers; stripe of ‘giraffe’ skin has color matching against 
woodland background of tree bark and dry leaves in terms of color 

patterning; camouflage ‘owl’ has confusing background of grey 
color stone against enemies; ‘katydid’ has self-protection with col-
or matching against green leaves; ‘great potoo’ and ‘frog’ has exact 
color matching against dry tree bark; ‘stone flounder’ and ‘spider’ 
have camouflage nature when color matching against stone back-
ground and reddish stripe ‘snake’ has also surviving environment 
with reddish soil background; accordingly mentioned in figure 
1[1-3]. Hence, every wild animal is assumed the biological tech-
nique of neuro-camouflaging in addition to the physical technique 
of camouflaging against surrounding living areas. Similarly hu-
man behavior and psychology also practices versatile technique 
of camouflage which is also biologically assumed as neuro-cam-
ouflaging. A concept of neuro-camouflaging has been represented 
here in terms of biological physics and chemistry of human brain 
(HB). 

Figure 1: camouflage techniques of different animals against surrounding living areas in nature when each invention of camouflage 
engineering is being supported by natural surviving of animal camouflage which is existing in nature
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Research on animal camouflage, camouflage chemistry, camou-
flage physics and its different branches of applied technologies are 
being rapidly upgraded; but neuro-camouflaging  of HB is present-
ly in very early stage of research and invention which is directly 
focused to the action of human-camouflaging nature for person-
al protection[4-14]. HB has an exceptional nature of camouflage 
physics & chemistry relates to neuro-camouflaging and brain en-
gineering. Structure of neuro-wiring of HB narrates to the physics 
of brain-nerve. HB may act as artificial camouflage nature when 
brain acts for enemy protection. Two lateral ventricles of the HB 
contains cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) relates to camouflage chemis-
try of HB. Each cerebral hemisphere contains a lateral ventricle, 
termed as the left or right ventricle. CSF found within the brain 
tissue that surrounds the brain and spinal cord of brain. CSF is pro-
duced by specialized ependymal cells in the choroid plexus of the 
ventricles of the brain, and captivated in the arachnoid. CSF con-
trols the whole mechanism of electro-physics, neuro-physics, neu-
ro-blood flow, dopamine and melatonin of HB which is focused to 
neuro-response in multidimensional direction of human behavior. 
Neuro-signal is one of the vital responses for self-protection of 
HB. Every signal of neuro-camouflaging is related to the exciting 
of nerve wiring and the temporary moderation of CSF which leads 
the camouflage nature of HB. Synapse is a neuro-bridge of neuron. 
Neuron of HB is functioned by neuro-physics and neuro-chem-
istry. Movement of brain signal is functioned by basal ganglia. 
Hence, neuro camouflaging is also one action of neuro transmit-
ter controlled by the brain chemistry of dopamine and melatonin 
when good feeling is the core requirement of releasing dopamine, 
melatonin, serotonin, oxytocin, endorphin of HB. Good feeling 
relates to neuro-camouflaging versus personal protection[15]. 
Hence, human behavior is also controlled by the simultaneous ac-
tion of neuro-physics and neuro-chemistry[16].

1. Methodology and Ethics of Approval for Diagnose and As-
suming of the Action of Neuro-Camouflaging of HB
Neuro-camouflaging of HB was approached under practical in-
cident of registered Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) researcher on 
“camouflage textiles with technical coloration incorporating illu-
mination under multidimensional combat backgrounds” at school 
of Fashion and Textiles, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. 
The brain of author was scanned by computed tomography (CT) 
machine when the author was seriously afraid by life-threatening 
of criminal target and attacking during his PhD research, 2021-

2022 and the action of neuro-camouflaging was assumed to protect 
from criminal attacking. Fig. 2, CT scanning of author brain was 
studied accidentally, hence ethics approval of human research was 
not taken officially. This work was accidentally generated during 
conspiracy of critical life-threatening done by a ‘Professor’ when 
author, Md. Anowar Hossain served as PhD researcher in the field 
of camouflage textile & color engineering. The name of ‘Profes-
sor’ has been kept anonymous due to the highest honour of ‘Pro-
fessor’ designation all over the world.

2. Results and Discussion
Fig. 2, neuro-assembly is a natural combination of oriented tis-
sue of HB located under the hard skull. Neuro-camouflaging is an 
action HB which is almost impossible to signify by the way CT 
imaging analysis. CSF-melatonin-dopamine has presence in neu-
ro-assembly which may corresponds with the signal processing of 
whole body for good feeling and decision making. Every tissue of 
HB has unknown number of electro-sensor which are individually 
responsible for the mechanism of neuro-physics and electro-phys-
ics of HB[17] deprived of interfering others, without which brain 
nerve may tend to exciting of neuro-wiring/neuro-signal relates to 
psychiatric disorder of long terms/short terms. Frightened nature 
of HB is influenced by cognitive action of neuro-excitability. The 
symptom of fear may vibrate blood pressure via blood vessel of 
HB which is also related to the disorder of neuro-chemistry-CSF. 
Hence, it is being assumed that neuro-excitability is correlated 
with neuro-camouflaging. During the moment of artificial fright-
ened, brain nerve may have lacking of melatonin and dopamine 
which may impact for temporary brain disorder. Afraid symptom 
of HB is normally controlled by amygdala. HB chemistry is also 
managed by amygdala[15]. In general, the neuro-chemistry of 
melatonin and dopamine assumed as natural ‘cooling agent’ of 
HB. CSF-melatonin-dopamine may also be functioned as natural 
‘air-conditioning’ of HB for good feeling, thinking, performance, 
decision making, personal protection and adaptation. Naturally 
melatonin and dopamine may be the output of disciplined lifestyle 
related to routine sleeping, routine exercise, fooding, sex; and cor-
related to good feeling, thinking, decision making and self-protec-
tion[18, 19]. This theory of neuro-camouflaging may be aligned 
for defence professional who are always struggling for protection 
against opposition team. 
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Figure 2: computed tomography (CT) imaging of human brain under natural illumination, sunlight.

3. Conclusion 
Neuro-camouflaging is a natural protection signal of HB which 
may be controlled by the continuous balance of CSF-melatonin-do-
pamine; and neuro-wiring relates to electro-physics & neuro-phys-
ics. Therefore, the engineering of neuro-camouflaging is aligned 
with the combination of applied technology relates to camouflage 
physics and camouflage chemistry of HB. The philosophy of neu-
ro-camouflaging can be studied and extended for defence soldier, 
criminal protection and psychological disorder.
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